
Final details

Competition Centre (CC),
parking:

Bócsa, area behind the primary school. To approach please leave the main road „54” at the "Flóra"
restaurant. Bus parking is possible on both sides of the main road in front of the school.
See on the map, GPS: 46.616290, 19.473758 or 46°36'58.6"N 19°28'25.5"E

Organizers: Hegyisport Szentendre Egyesület and Kalocsai TSZSE
Type of the competition: 2 individual races with overall ranking
Terrain: Sand dunes with open, semi open areas and juniper bushes like a labyrinth. There are busy forest works

in the area, therefore you may find new clearings and paths.
Date: 26 February 2022, Saturday

  

27 February 2022, Sunday
Format: Shortened long (classic) Long (classic)
Registration time: 9:30 - 10:30 am 8:30 - 9:30 am
First start: 11:00 am 10:00 am
Distance of Start
from the CC: 1300 m, marked by blue tapes 1900 m, marked by blue tapes
Map change: - In the classes M21A and M20 the runners get two maps

printed on both side of the sheet
Price giving ceremony: - At the Finish, at 1:30 pm
How to registrate: On-site registration is not required if the entry fee has been paid and there is no change request. We can

accept new entries for vacant and returned places at an additional cost. Only one person from a club
should line up.
We recommend paying the entry fees by credit card in the E-entry. In the case of credit card payments,
we can only issue an invoice to the bank card holder, even if several entries are paid for from the card.
About the not paid entry fees we send an invoice to the address given in the E-nevezes.

Entries from 22 February
for the vacant places:

Both days 5200 HUF, one day 2900 HUF
In classes M/W10D, 12D, 12C, 14, 15-18C, 16, 70, 75, M80, CP and MAPRUN both days 4100 HUF,
one day 2300 HUF. 
OPEN A (advanced): both days 4000 HUF, one day 2300 HUF
OPEN B (beginners): 1400 HUF/day

Merging of classes: The class W21C has been deleted.
The competitors of class W21B have been moved into class W21BR.

Registration after deadline: You can do it until the evening of 24 February: boroka.kupa@gmail.com
Map scales and sizes: Waterproof Pretex paper

A/4, 1:10 000: M18, M20, M21A, M21B, M21C, M40, W20, W21A, W40
A/4, 1:7 500: all other classes

Control descriptions: On the map, and on loose control descriptions, available at the start
Punching: SPORTident, own SIACs can be used in Air+ contactless mode (working range is about 50 cm). 

SI card rental 300 HUF/day for classes until 14, and 500 Ft/day for other classes. SIAC rental is 800/day.
Competitors withouth club should deposit 10 000 HUF (SIAC 20 000 HUF) or an ID-card with photo.

MapRun classes: See the separate MapRun details
Catering: Flóra restaurant (400 m), Pipagyújtó csárda (200 m) and beside it you can find a grocery store
Refreshment in the finish: Tea or water exclusively in own glass
Results: On traditional paper basis in CC, as well as on the web page astrois.hu/live
Prizes: After the 2 races, certificate for the first three competitors of each class in the overall ranking, prizes for

the winners in 21A classes
Epidemic and
environmental protection:

It is recommended that persons from different household travelling together in a car should wear a mask
during the trip.
Please take home your packaging materials and trashes, if possible.

Others: In the MAPRUN classes no pre-start time will be issued, it must be requested at the finish
In OPEN A, OPEN B and CP (Children with Parent) classes we do not give in advance start time, you
have to ask at the start, from 0 to 90’
Children's competition in the competition centre after "0" time
Phone number of the finish: +36 30 636 1335
The sale of orienteering and other sports equipments in the finish area, as well as all other commercial
activities, is possible only after consultation with the organizers
The participants of the competition (competitors, spectators, attendants) agree that pictures and
videos can be made of them, which pictures and videos the organizers have and can pass them on to
third parties (press, internet)

Insurance: Everybody starts at the competition on his/her own risk!
We recommend that you take out appropriate insurance.

  
We wish you a succesful competition!

The Organisers

http://astrois.hu/boroka-tavasz/2022/index.html
http://astrois.hu/boroka-tavasz/2022/maps.html#venue
http://hse.elte.hu/
http://kalocsaitszse.hu/index.php
mailto:boroka.kupa@gmail.com?Subject=Juniper%20Open%20registration
http://www.sportident.com/
http://astrois.hu/boroka-tavasz/2022/Boroka%20Kupa%20MapRun%20eng.pdf
http://astrois.hu/live/



